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Abstract-The intrinsic properties of the employed graphs
in designing Peer-to-Peer overlay networks are crucial for the
performance of the deployed Peer-to-Peer systems. Several structured topologies have been proposed based on meshes, enhanced
rings, redundant tree structures, etc. Among them, de Hruijn
graphs are promising alternatives since they provide some crucial
asymptotically optimal characteristics.
In this paper, we discuss the necessary algorithms and protocol
messages to develop efficiently the employed routing procedure
of Omicron, which is a hybrid overlay network based on de
Bruijn graphs enriched with clustering and role specialization
mechanisms. Enhancements of the original de Bruijn structure
are advised to cope with thc intrinsic issue of uneven distribution
of the routing workload. The developed system is evaluated and
compared with Chord, which is used as the reference point. The
superiority of de Hruijn based overlay networks with respect
to scalability is quantitatively demonstrated using simulation
experiments. Further, the ability of the two systems to exploit
the underlying network is investigated.

In the modern era of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems, considerable research efforts have been devoted in the construction
of efficient overlay networks. The most essential characterizations of a P2P overlay network are (i) whether its topology is
tightly structured (e.g. Chord [29]) or loosely structured (e.g.
Free.net [3]) and (ii) whether it has a
(e.g. Gnutella v0.4
[24]) or hierarchical structure (e.g. eDonkey [14]). In addition,
hybrid approaches have been investigated (e.g. Omicron [8],
SHARK [23]) that exploit the advantages of combining mechanisms of different nature. The design space of P2P overlay
networks is discussed in more detail in [22].
Structured approaches or hybrid solutions using structured
components can provide upper bounds on the complexity
of the employed routing mechanism in worst-case scenarios.
Stmctured overlay networks are mostly illustrated based on
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) [4]. Examples of such systems include Chord, Pastry [27], Tapestry [30], CAN [25],
Kademlia [21], etc. Each of the aforementioned systems utilizes a different routing procedure to forward queries towards
their logical destination in the overlay network. The employed
routing algorithm is custornized to fit with the constructed
graph that models the topology of the overlay network.

Therefore, the selection of an optimal graph structure is
a critical step for the performance of the deployed P2P
system. Multiple requirements raise in the design phase of the
overlay networks, such as scalability, expandability, resilience,
sirnpliciiy, etc. However, the rullillment ol' these requirements
is not a trivial task since conflicts often arise [8]. de Bruijn
graphs [9] are an appealing type of graphs investigated in
the scope of interconnection networks [17], [18]. Despite
the intrinsic shortcomings found in de Bruijn graphs when
applied in dynamic environments like P2P systems [SI, they
still represent promising candidates for such networks. The
most important characteristic is their asymptotically optimal
densiQ where the graph diameter increases logarithmically
with respect to the network size [19]. This optimality is
achieved even when the node degree is fixed. In fact, several
P2P overlay networks have been designed using de Bruijn
graphs, e.g. Koorde [16], D2B [12], ODRI [I91 and Omicron
[EI.
The goal of this paper is to investigate in depth the details
of a routing mechanism designed to apply to P2P networks
based on de Bruijn graphs. Particularly, we investigate the
required routing algorithms and protocol messages utilized in
the development of Omicron [E], a hybrid, two-tier, de Bruijn
digraph (directed graph) based overlay network. Omicron is
selected among the other de Bruijn based approaches because
it offers additional desirable characteristics, such as load
balance mechanisms and support for heterogeneous peers.
Omicron divides the core vertical overlay operations into distinguishable roles and assigns the roles to peers based on their
physical capabilities and User behavior. Peers form clusters that
provide the desired stability to the fixed degree network. The
proposed mechanisms are quantitatively evaluated using the
discrete event, packet based P2P overlay network simulator
described in [7]. It should be mentioned that the de Bruijn
digraph related algorithms and protocols are general and can
be applied to any de Bruijn digraph based P2P system.
The contribution of the paper is summarized here. (i) The
required routing protocol details are investigated and the
structure of the involved messages is provided. (ii) The routing
algorithms for de Bruijn graphs found in the literature as
well as their developed enhancements aiming to increase the

routing workload balance are quantitatively evaluated with
simulations and compared with their analytical approximations. (iii) The routing performance in terms of scalability
and exploitation of the underlying is provided both for the
two-tier de Bruijn based network and Chord. (iv) The routing
workload balance for de Bruijn based overlay networks is
quantitatively evaluated. (V) The trade-off between efficient
underlying network exploitation and even routing workload
distribution is investigated for the two-tier architecture.
This paper is organized as follows. Section I1 reviews the
basic characteristics of de Bruijn digraphs and the related
Moore bounds. Afterwards, Section I11 provides an overview
of Omicron. The fundamental concepts of the related protocols and algorithms are presented in Section IV. Then,
the focus of Section V aims to reveal the details of the
routing mechanism where the related algorithms and protocol
messages are presented. The investigated mechanisms are
quantitatively evaluated in Section V1 that summarizes the
related simulation results we gathered. Finally, Section VLI
concludes the contribution of this paper.

Directed graphs (digraphs) have been extensively used in
interconnection networks for parallel and distributed systems
design (cf. [15], [18], etc.). Digraphs received special attention
from the research community aiming to solve the problem of
the so-called (k, D ) digraph problem. The goal is to maximize
the number of vertices N in a digraph of maximum out-degree
k and diameter D [I I]. Some general bounds relating the
order, the degree and the diameter of a graph are provided
by the well-known Moore bound [2]. Assume a graph with
node degree k and diameter D ; Lhen the maximum number of
nodes (graph order) that may populate this graph is bounded
by Equation 1:
N~:l+k+k'+
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Interestingly, the Moore bound is not achievable for any nontrivial graph [2]. Nevertheless, in the context of P2P networks,
it is more useful to reformulate Equation 1 in a way that
provides a lower bound for the graph diamefer (Dn4), given
the node degree and the graph order [IO]:
DA, = rlogk(N(k - 1)

+ 1)l - 1 5 D .

(2)

The average distance (PD) among the nodes of a graph
may also be bounded by the following inequality provided in
[28] (which is approximated in [19]):
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An interesting class 0f d i g r a ~ h sis the
lexicOgraphic digraph class, which includes the de Brui.in and Kautz

digraphs' [I]. de Bruijn graphs belong to a very important
class of graphs; they have asymptotically oprimal graph diameter und averuge node distance [19]. Thereby, they are
employed in the design of our work. Figure I shows a directed
de Bruijn(2,3) graph denoting a graph with a maximum outdegree of 2, a diameter of 3 and order 8. For graphs with fixed
out-degree of 2 the maximum number of nodes2 is always
limited by 2D. The graph contains 2D+' directed edges in this
case. Each node is represented by D-length (3 in this exarnple)
strings. Every character of the string can take k different values
(2 in this example) from an alphabet (lexicographic digraphs).
In the general case each node is represented by a string such
as UlU2...uD. The connections between the nodes follow a
simple left shift operation from node u ~ ( u ~ . . . uto~ node
)
(U2 . . . ~ D ) ~where
~ „ U, can take one of the possible vaiues
of the characters (0, k - 1).

Fig. I.

Directed de Bruijn(2,3) graph.

de Bruijn graphs have been suggested to model the topology
of several P2P systems, though as it will become clear in the
following section, we exploited them in an innovative way.
Other considerable examples of P2P overlay networks that are
based on de Bruijn graphs are Koorde [16], D2B [I21 and
Optimal Diameter Routing Infrastructure (ODRI) [19].
111. OMICRONOVERVIEW
A N D ARCHITECTURE
A. Overview

Omicron (Organized Maintenance, Indexingl
Routing for Overlay Nemorks) is
P2P overla~ lIetwork
aiming t0 address issues 0f heterogeneOus, large-scale arid
dynarnic P2P environments. Its hybrid, DHT-based approach
makes it highly adaptable to a large range of applications.
Omicron deals with a number of conflicting- requirements,
such
.
as scalabiliiy, efficiency, robustness, heterogeneity and load
balance. Issues to consider in this context are:
Topology. The rational in Omicron's approach is to reduce
the high maintenance cost by having a small and fixed node
degree, ihus, requiring small and fixed size routing tables
(at least for the majority of peers), while still performing
lookup operations at low costs. For this reason the usage of
'de Bruijn graphs are less dense than Kautz graphs but they are more
tlexible since ihey do not have any limiiaiions on the sequrnce o l the
represented symbols in every node.
2 ~ h Moore
e
bound detemines slways rnaxirnum upper bounds on the size
of the graphs that are not reachable for non-trivial cases.

appropriate graph structures (such as de Bruijn graphs [9]) is
suggested. However, while the small fixed node degree reduces
the operational cost, it causes robustness problems.
Clustering mechanism. To address the robustness issue,
clusters of peers are formed with certain requirements on their
endurance. Cluster endurance Ec(t) of cluster C is defined
as the probability that at least one peer of the cluster will
sumive until time t. Endurable clusters increase the stability
of the network despite the (un)reliability of the peers as
they unexpectedly depart from the system. Clusters can be
considcred as an equivalent rnechanism to the suspensions
used in vehicles to absorb shocks from the terrain. In order to
maintain cluster endurance, new peer join requests are directed
to the least endurable clusters. When the endurance of a cluster
gets below a certain threshold, a merging operation takes place
between the critical cluster and neighbor cluster(s).
Roles. A unique feature of Omicron is the integrated specialization mechanism that assigns particular roles to peers
based on their physical capabilities and user behavior. The
specialization mechanism provides the means to deal with
Peer heterogeneity. This schemc lits the conu-ibuiion o l each
node to its resource capabilities and aims at the maxirnization
of the cluster efficiency by providing appropriate incentives
to peers to take a certain role. As it can be observed from
Omicron's name, four different core roles have been identified: Maintainers (M), Indexers (I), Cachers ( C ) and Routers
(R). Maintainers are responsible to maintain the overlay network topology, while Indexers handle the relevant indexing
structures. Routers fonvard the queries towards their logical
destination and Cachers reduce the overall routing workload
by providing replies to popular queries. Roles are additively
assigned, meaning that peers do not remove their older roles
as they get new ones.
ldentification scheme. A dual idcntification scheme has
been introduced for Omicron with a number of advantages.
Clusters are assigned a Globally Unique IDen~ijer(GUID)
that is used to route requests over the network. Advertised
items are assigned a GUID and are located at the clusters
whose GUID matches best (prefix-based). Moreover, peers are
assigned their own GUID to trace their actions in the system.
Expandability. In addition, an incrementally expandable
algorithm has been designed to adapt the exponentially growing de Bruijn graphs to the incrementally expandable P2P
Systems. Detailed descriptions of the Omicron mechanisms
and algorithms are provided in [ 8 ] and [ 5 ] .
B. Two-tier Network Architecture

The suggested two-rier network architecture is a major
step towards accomplishing the fulfillment of the targeted
requirements. It enables the effective usage of de Bruijn
graphs by successfully addressing their shortcomings. in fact,
the successful "marriage" of two different topology design
techniques (in a combination of a tightly structured macro
level and a loosely structured micro level) provides a hybrid
architecture with several advantages.

1) Tightly stmctured macro level. Adopting the topological characteristics of de Bruijn graphs, the macro level is
highly symmetrical enabling simple routing mechanisms.
Composed of endurable components, it results in a
relatively stable topology with small diameter and jixed
node degree.
2 ) Loosely structureä micro level. On the other hand,
the micro level provides the desirable characteristics to
the macro level by following a more loosely structured
topology with a great degree of freedom in the neighbor
selection. This freedom may be invested on regulating
and achieving ajiner load balance, offering an effective
mechanism to handle potential hot spots in the network
traffic. Moreover, locality-aware neighbor selection rnay
be used to maximize the matching of the virtual overlay
network to the underlying physical network. Finally,
redundancy may be developed in this rnicro level supplying seamlessly fault-tolerunce to the macro level.
An example of the hybrid topology is illustrated in Figure 2.
The structured macro level is a de Bruijn(2,3) digraph. Two
nodes (representing peer clusters) are "magnified" to expose
the micro level connectivity pattern between them. Two different connection types are shown: inter-cluster connections and
intra-cluster connections.

Maintaincr
Iiidcxcr (I)
Cachcr (C)
Router (R)

lcvcl

h

.

Fig. 2.

Omicron Overlay Network

IV. PROTOCOL BASICS
Several of the developed protocols for the particular aforementioned roles follow the hop-by-hop paradigm to deliver the
messages to their destination. The developed communication
mechanism uses a local message dispatcher on every peer. The
rnessage dispatcher examines several message fields in order
to direct the incoming message to the appropriate instance
that can handle it. Further details on the developed message
dispatcher can be found in [7].
Inter-peer cornmunication is implemented via a number of
messages that constitute the necessary communication protocols. A number of cornrnon ficlds appear in each dcfincd
message. Table I provides the structure of an abstract message

that defines the common fields. Every concrete message is
derived from this abstract structure.

useful for random walk based cornmunication mechanisms
(that require single visit of peers).

TABLE I

V. ROUTING

COMMON
MESSAGE STRUCTUKE.

Field
Name
Scope
Type
Style

(1
11

Description
Name of the message.
Defines the related overlav network.
Rclatcs thc mcssage to a spccific rolc.
Defines the way the message is for-

(1
Destination

I
TTL
Ho~s
I Visited

that forwarded the message.
Encapsulates the GUID of the peer
that should receive the message.
I
11 Time-to-live (optional).
11 Number of visited oeers (ootional).
11 List of traversed oeers (ootional). 1

11
(1

Efficient routing is the most crucial functionality expected
to be provided by a network system, which is the main goal
of DHT-based structured overlay networks. The importance
of cfficicnt routing is invcstigated in [26] and [131, whcrc
the authors raise questions on the optimal routing that can
be achieved. In terms of de Bruijn graphs, which appear to
be one of the most promising network topologies for P2P
systems, the complexity of the routing procedure increases
logarithmically with the size of the system. This is formally
denoted as O ( l o g ( N ) ) ,where N is the number of nodes. The
bound holds even when the node degree is fixed. For cases
where the node degree also increases logarithmically with
respect to the network size the resulting routing complexity
is provided in [16]:

~p

where D is the diameter of the de Bruijn digraph.
The optimal routing procedure in de Bruijn graphs has been
The field name uniquely identifies each individual message
(e.g. UpdateClusterMap, LookupRequest, etc.). The investigated by other researchers as well. In particular, de
scope of the message defines the related overlay network. Bruijn graphs have been studied in [20], aiming to combine
For example, an inter-cluster message has a different scope short routing paths with fault-tolerant iouting. Also, routing
compared to an intra-cluster message. The type of the message schemes for de Bmijn networks mostly applicable for parallel
specifies the role that should handle the incoming message, systems have been considered in [15], aiming to evaluate
e.g. a Router, a Maintainer, etc. The style of the message oblivious and non-oblivious mechanisms. Undirected de Bruijn
defines the fonvarding communication style, i.e., recursive or graphs have been investigated in [18], focusing on the computational complexity of the routing algorithms. A Pattern
iterative.
The field initiator encapsulates the GUID of the message matching based approach for optimal routing is provided in
originator. Supplementary information is provided in the field [17]. Finally, Sivarajan and Ramaswani provide a shortest path
sender that encapsulates the GUID of the most recent peer solution for de Bruijn digraphs [28]. The simplicity of this
that forwarded the specific message. Tlie combination of thesc solution makes it an interesting approach. In fact, this solution
two fields provides the essential infonnation to enable efficient has been adopted and extended to fit the needs of our work.
communication schemes for query-reply based protocols. For
example, a reply can be directly provided to the originator of A. Enhanced de Bruijn Topology
As it can be noticed in Figure 1, nodes (000) and (111) are
any query without requiring to reversely traverse the same path
that the query passed through. However, it should be noted self-connected. In fact, each node of the form ( u l uZ...uD)
that in particular cases the semantics of routing can change, where it holds that ( u i = uz = ... = u D ) , is a self-connected
e.g. involving the caching mcchanism described in [6]. Thus, node. Such nodes are less loaded with routing traffic since their
intermediate nodes may be visited in order to deliver the reply, incoming and outgoing degree is practically D - 1 . This can be
too. The field destination is set to the next closest peer in also empirically observed with simulation experiments, as it is
every hop based on the local routing table. Then, the message shown in Section VI. In order to reduce the lower node degree
is forwarded to this peer using the underlying network.
effect, an enhanced de Bruijn structured has been advised.
Finally, some optional fields can provide additional useful The enhanced structure connects self-connected nodes to each
functionality. For example, setting the field Time-to-Live (TTL) other. For example, the de Bruijn graph shown in Figure 1
to a maximum value can decrease the generated traffic (par- is modified as shown in Figure 3. The dashed connections
ticularly useful when broadcasting niechanisms are utilized). between nodes (000) and (111) can improve the routing load
However, it should be noted that the scope of the message is balance of the network. However, the routing algorithm has to
limited when the TTL is actively used, which is inappropri- be changed accordingly.
ate for e.g. LookupRequest messages. The following two
fields (hops and visited) provide the means to construct non- B. Routing Algorithms
oblivious messages. Thereby, it is possible to avoid cycles
I ) Basic Algorithms: In order to construct a shortestin the routing procedure, which is proven KI be especially path algorithm for de Bruijn digraphs an operarion

( „,)
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K is a de Rruijn hased GUTD. The first operation returns
the kD symbol of K if and only if ki = k ~ , t li E
( ( 0 1 2 )- 1, D ] , otherwise a symbol that does not belong
to the alphabet of the de Bruijn digraph. Similarly, the
operation invsymbol (K) retums the lco symbol of K if
and only if lci = ko,V i E 10, ( 0 1 2 ) 11, otherwise
a symbol that does not belong to the alphabet of the de
Bruijn digraph is retumed (0).
Algorithm V.3 provides the
enhanced-next-hop algorithm for enhanced de Bruijn
digraphs. The variable routingTable [s] represents the
local routing table structure, which provides the address of
the next hop that matches the provided symbol s. The cntries
of routingTable are populated based on the received
ClusterMaps of the neighbor clusters. ClusterMap is a
structure that provides inforrnation about the members of each
cluster.

+

Fig. 3. Directed de Bmijn(2,3) graph without self-connected nodes.

shiftmatch(shift, K, L) (where 0 5 shift 5 D )
is defincd in 1281. In tcrms of Omicron, K = ( k ~z...kD)
k
is the GUID of the cluster that includes the particular Router
peer forwarding a message. L = (11/2...1D)is the GUID of the
target key. The notations L [ k ]and Lk are used interchangeably
to represent the lcth symbol of the L GUID. The operation on
the two keys retums true if and only if:

Algorithm V.3: E N H A N C E D - N E X T - HL)O P ( K ,
shift = 0
while (shift-match(shi f t , K , L ) == false
and shi f t < D )
do shift = shijt + 1
if ( s h i f t == 0 )

and f alse otherwise. The operation is described in Algorithm V.1.

then
return ( N U L L )

Algorithm V.1: S H I F T - M A T C H (fSt~, ~K,L )
for i

{

t

if (K.similarSymbol()# 0
and L.invSymbol() # 0
and K.similarSymbol() # L.invSymbol()
and shi ft > 0 1 2 )
then
return (rmtingTable[K.similarSymbol()])
else
s = L[D - shift]

1 to s i z e o j ( K ) - shif t

if ( K [ i+ shift] # L [ i ] )
then
return ( false )
retum ( true )
do

7

-

In addition, it is necessary to define an additional operation
merge (shift, K, L) (where 0 5 shift 5 D). The
operation returns the sequence of length D shi ft given by
kl k2...kD1D-shift+1..JD. In order to complete the routing of
a particular message, L steps are required, where

+

L = D - shift.

return (rmtzngTable[s])

Algorithm V.3 is called on each Router to determine the
pecr of thc ncxt cluster that is closcr to thc final dcstination.
It considers the enhanced de Bruijn topology.

(6)

Then, the shortest path is calculated by Algorithm V.2.
However, this algorithm does not consider the enhanced de
Bruijn digraph as shown in Figure 3.

shift = 0

while (shif t-match(shif t , K , L ) == false
and shi f t < D )
do s h i f t = s h i f t + l
return (merge(shif t , K, L ) )

C. Messages
This section provides a description of the messages that constitute the routing protocol. Table I1 describes the structure of
the LookupRequest message. It includes a key representing
the GUID of the queried item. LookupRequest messages
are forwarded towards the cluster whose GUID matches best
with the included key.
TABLE 11
L O O K U P R E Q U E SMESSAGE
T
STRUCTURE.

I Field
2 ) Enhanced Algorirhms: In order to develop an algorithm for the enhanced digraph, it is necessary to define
the following operations on the de Bruijn based GUIDs:
(i) similarSymbo1 (K) and (ii) invsymbol (K), where

11 Description

TABLE V
P U B L I S H C O N F I R M A T IMESSAGE
ON
STRUCTURE.

Table 111 describes the structure of the L o o k u p R e p l y
message. It includes a key representing GUID of the queried
item and the related indexing information (IndexValue). It is
common technique to set the indexing information to merely
the address of the owner of the related service or resource.
However, the indexing information may include a long list of
addresses for very popular items. Efficient mechanisms can
be introduced in deployed Systems to handle such scenarios.
L o o k u p R e p l y messages are delivered directly to the originators of the queries.
TABLE

I

I

Field
Common

I

11

I

II

11

K~Y

I

STRUCTURE.

11 Descri~tion

1

11
11
[I
11

IndexValue

Derived common messaae structure
(cf. Table 1).
lncludes the GUlD describing the
queried item.
Includes the address of the peer,
which has advertised an item-that
matches the key.

I

Table IV describes the structure of the P u b l i s h R e q u e s t
message. It includes a key representing the GUID of
the queried item and the OwilerAddress of the advertised
service or resource that matches the provided key. The
P u b l i s h R e q u e s t message is delivered to the cluster that
matches best with the included key and subsequently, Indexers
update their local structures with the newly advertised item.
Typically, advertisements have an expiration timeout. It is the
responsibility of the owner to refresh the published information.
TABLE 1V
P U B L I S H R E Q U E S T MESSAGESTRUCTURE.

I

11 Descrivtion

Field

11

11
11

11
OwnerAddress

11

K~Y
Confinnation

Description
Derived common message structure
(cf. Table I).
Includes the GUID describing the
published item.
Confirms the successful advertisement of the published resource.

m

L O O K U P R E P L Y MESSAGE

I

Field
Common

Derived common message
- structure
(cf. Table I).
Includes the GUID describing the
published item.
Includes address of the owner of the
advertised service or resource that
matches the provided key.

I

I

and deliver the requested information, the distribution of the
load among the participating peers and clusters, etc. The size
of the evaluated P2P networks is ranging from 500 to more
than 130,000 peers. During the performed experiments, the
size of clusters ranges between 2 and 16 peers. The degree
of the de Bruijn networks (inter-cluster degree) is mostly set
to 2 and 4 connections per node. While it is possible to set
it to any arbitrary integer, the interest of our research lies in
fixed, low degree de Bruijn networks. The results presented
in Section VI-A and Section VI-E are general and apply to
any de Bruijn based overlay network. The results discussed in
Section VI-B, Section VI-C and Section VI-D derive mostly
from the two-tier architecture of Omicron. The critical setup
Parameters of the experiments are the average cluster size
and the inter-cluster degree k .

Scalability is the most critical requirement for most P2P
applications. In terms of core overlay network operations, the
cost of L o o k u p R e q u e s t ( s ) is the metric we use to evaluate
the scalability of the network. It should be noted that the cost
both for L o o k u p R e q u e s t ( s ) and P u b l i s h R e q u e s t ( s ) (as
they are described in Section V-C) is identical. In the rest of
this chapter we refer to such messages as queries. The focus
of the experiments is mostly on the way the communication
cost increases as the network grows in size.
I ) Impact on Shortest Path Distribution: In this section the
quantity of interest is the distribution of the shortest paths
between nodes. This investigation reveals the relationship
between the average shortest path and the network diameter.
Loguinov et al. [I91 provide an approximation formula of the
asymptotic distribution (PMF) of shortest paths in de Bruijn
graphs:
~

-

kn

k2"-1

N

N2

p(n) N - - After successfully advertising an item, the responsible Indcxcr provides a confirination to thc originator of thc advertisement using a P u b l i s h C o n f i r m a t i o n message. Its
structure is described in Table V.

VI. SIMULATION
RESULTS
The simulation experiments have been performed using
the general purpose discrete event simulator for P2P overlay
networks presented in [7]. The characteristics of interest in the
performed simulations include the generated traffic to locate

(7)

'

Here, N is the order of the de Bruijn network and k is the
degree of each node. Unfortunately, the distribution of de
Bruijn distances d(x,y) between two nodes X and y is very
complicated and there is no closed-form expression for its
PMF [28]. Equation 7 is exact when the diameter D 5 3 and
very close to the real value for larger graphs.
In the related experiments many different orders of Omicron
networks have been evaluated. Nevertheless, we provide only
the results of two representative experiments to give a better

idea of the shortest path PMF. For these experiments, the
size of the Omicron network is set to ATi = 16,384 and
Nz = 131,072 and the average cluster size is
= 8. The
degree of the network is set to k = 2. Therefore, the order of
the de Bruijn network in these two scenarios is Mi = 2,048
and M 2 = 16,384, respectively (note that M = N/K).
Figure 4 provides the graphical representation of the results.
The analytical approximation given by Equation 7 is drawn as
a continuous function to demonstrate more comprehensively
the matching of the two approaches. Figure 4(a) displays the
results for the small order de Bruijn network (Mi = 2,048)
while Figure 4(b) displays the results for the larger de Bruijn
network ( M z = 16,384). Note that the vertical y-axis is
logarithmically scaled. The very close fitting of the simulation
results to the analytical approximation can be clearly observed.
It is only the last hop that differs slightly. This deviation can
be explained by the two following facts. On the one hand,
the theoretical values are merely an approximation of the
real values. On the other hand, the simulation environment
encounters factors not present in analytical methods, e.g. the
network topology may temporarily differ from the targeted
structure.
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It can be observed that de Bruijn graphs expand exponentiaily. The majority of the shortest paths between pair of nodes
is very close to the diameter of the network. This explains the
results of the following section on the average query length.

2 ) Impact on Average Query Length: The average query
length can be regarded as the most relevant metric to evaluate the scalability of a P2P overlay network. Moore's law
defines lower bounds for k-regular graphs as it is provided
in Inequality 3. In fact, de Bruijn graphs are asymptotically
opiimal graphs converging to lhis bound for sufficiently luge
graph order N and node degree k. As it is shown in [19]:

where ~ D is
B the average asymptotic distance in de Bruijn
graphs and D D B is the diameter. Since the diameter of the
network is already close to the Moore bound (cf. Inequality 2),
the average distance cannot shrink much further.
The relevant collected measurements include experiments
involving both the Omicron and the Chord networks. Initially,
we consider only the scalability of the Omicron network with
varying average cluster size between three values (F1 =
4, K2 = 8 , T 3 = 16). Figure 5 provides the graphical
representation of the experiments. Both X-axis and y-axis
are logarithmically scaled to provide a more comprehensive
view. The average query length is constituted both of the
inter-cluster routing (de Bruijn based) towards the targeted
cluster and the intra-cluster step to reach an Indexer. In the
particular experiments routing is performed by peers assigned
only with the Router role. No Cachers are present in this
experiment, therefore, Routers access directly an Indexer of
the cluster to get the queried information. The close matching
of the analytical approximation and the simulation results
can be evidently observed from this figure. Moreover, i t can
be stated that as the size of clusters grow exponentially the
average routing length decreases linearly. Therefore, as the
cluster maintenance cost grows exponentially, it can be safely
assumed that there is an optimal maximum value for the size
of the clusters beyond which, the cost grows more quickly
than the utility.
In addition to the absolute performance of Omicron, it is
essential to compare it with a widely known system like Chord
(which can be considered as a reference point). Figure 6 shows
the related simulation results. 11 should be noted that both
X and Y axes are logarithmically scaled to provide a more
comprehensive view. As it can be observed from this figure,
Chord outperforms the Omicron network configuration with
average cluster size = 8 and node degree ki = 2. However,
it should be noted that Chord's design requires a logarithmically increasing node degree. By sirnilarly increasing the
node degree of Omicron, the average query length is getting
significantly smallcr than Chord. To analytically express this,
if the diameter in Equation 8 is replaced by the formula of
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Routing scalability.

Equation 4 we get:

Chord's average length approximation is give by ~ C H=
l o g ( N ) / 2 . Therefore, for similar node degree, Omicron
achieves smaller average query length. In fact, for the network
order range described in Figure 6, by setting Omicron's node
degree to Ica = 4, Omicron clearly outperforms Chord. Again
here, it can be noted the good matching of the analytical
approximation and the simulation results.

In fact, many P2P overlay networks do not consider at all
the efficient mapping in their design. For instance, Chord's
algorithm determines uniquely the neighbor peers (both successors and fingers) of each individual peer. Therefore, peers
cannot select neighbors that are in the closest vicinity.
In contrast, Omicron has this freedom since any neighbor
Peer with the needed role (i.e. Router, Indexer, etc.) in a cluster
is similarly adequate3. It is the purpose of this section to
explore this ability quantitatively and observe the improvement
in end-to-end distance.
In order to define the underlying network dislance belween
two peers, a simple, two-dimensional torus-based model with
Euclidian distances is utilized by the simulator. The cost
of a connection is analogous to their distance, which we
shall call "virtual delay ". For the performed experiments, the
Euclidian space contains a 2 X 2 area. Therefore, the maximum
virtual delay between two peers is f i delay units (please,
consider the properties of toruses). This model has been been
integrated to the discrete event simulator designed for P2P
overlay networks [7]. Moreover, it should be noted that for the
calculated distance in these experiments, the random effects
introduced within the simulator to estimate the transmission
delay have been explicitly removed.
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Routing scalability: Oinicron versus Chord.

B. Viciniry exploration
The focus of the previous section is on the average shortest
paths between nodes. The length of the path is expressed in
numbcr of hops requircd to reach the final destination. Each
step contributes equally with weight 1. While such a metric
expresses well the complexity of the designed network, it
lacks the ability to capture the accomplished efficiency on
rnapping the P2P overlay network to the underlying network
infrastructure.

Fig. 7. Vicinity exploration: Omicron versus Chord.

The performed experiments include four different Omicron
configuration settings and a typical Chord network. The average cluster size varies between 2 to 16 peers and the intercluster node degree varies between 2 and 4. 'Ibo different
policies are uiilized for Omicron: (i) The first one is a random
neighbor selection based policy, unaware of the distance
between the peers. Such policy has similar effects to the policy
followed by Chord. (ii) The second policy selects the closest
one among the peers of the neighbor cluster. However, in the
performed experiments peers may select only their neighbor
Routers. Their connection to the local Indexer (belonging to
the Same cluster) is locality unaware. The last selection has
been introduced to rcflcct sccnarios where a small nurnbcr of
' ~ ignore
e
issues such as mist or reliability at this selection. However,
they are irnportani aspects for consideration.

reliable peers assigned with the Indexer role are available. This
"greedy" algorithm is expected to perform more efficiently
than the random selection policy.
As it can be observed from Figure 7, the Omicron network based on the random selection policy and the Chord
network perform inferiorly compared to the closest neighbor
approach. In fact, their relative performance is analogous to
the hop based distance metric (studied in the previous section)
since the large number of uniformly distributed peers is the
determining factor. In contrast, the closest neighbor based
experiments exploit peer vicinity much more efficiently. In
fact, the performance is even better when peers (Routers) can
optimally select the targeted Indexer, too. Further, the nonmonotone curves observed in cases where the inter-cluster
node degree is 4 is an interesting point. The explanation for
this effect is based on the fact that some network sizes cannot
be defined as integral powers of the node degree (4). Therefore,
the average cluster size varies between two values (i.e., 2 and
4 or 8 and 16).

C. Query Workloud Distribution
Omicron has been specifically designed to deal efficiently
with the heterogeneity of the peers. In order to do this, several
mechanisms have been introduced. However, it is desirable
to accomplish a relatively even distribution of the workload
among peers assigned with similar roles. This section focuses
specifically to the distribution of the routing workload, aiming
to find potential bottlcnccks that can degradc the pcrformancc
of the System.
In Section VI-R, we compared the accomplished efficicncy
in mapping the overlay connections to the underlying network
cost. It has been observed that vicinity aware neighbor selection can considerable improve the observed end-to-end delay.
However, it is interesting to examine how the described greedy
algorithm affects the routing workioad distribution among the
Routers.
On the one hand, Figure 8(a) provides the query workload distribution for a lypical Omicron configuration, where
neighbors are randomly selected. The order of the network
is N = 1,024 peers, where the inter-cluster node degree is
k = 2 and the average cluster size is 17 = 16. A relatively
even workload distribution can be observed. On the other hand,
Figure 8(b) shows the accomplished workload distribution
when peers select their neighbor based merely on proximity
criteria. Apart from the connection policy, the two networks
are identical.
Obviously, the greedy algorithm has a negative effect on the
load balance. For certain pairs of peers the assigned relative
workload ratio is as high as 50 times (regarding the specific network configuration described above). Exploring more
deeply the details of the simulation experiments the critical
factor has been identified, which results to this undesirable
effect.
For single-tier de Bruijn networks (where a node represents
a single peer), it is guaranteed that both the incoming and
the outgoing node degrees are equal and fixed (with the

Peer CUID

(a) Random neighbor.

Peer G,UID
(b) Closest neighbor.

SM)

Peer CUID

(C)

Resuicted closest neighbor.

Fig. 8. Query routing load disuibution.

exception of particular nodes, as it is discussed in Section V.
However, for cluster based de Bruijn networks there is no
such guarantee. In fact, only the outgoing degree is equal and
fixed (k = 2 for the investigated scenario). In contrast, the
random neighbor based network is constructed by enforcing
also thc equal and fixed incoming nodc degrec, resulting in
the observed load distribution.

Therefore, it is rational to examine whether by applying
this restriction to the vicinity aware network (restricred closest neighbor), improved load distribution results could be
achieved. However, such a restriction results to non optimally
selected neighbors. Figure 8(c) shows the results of such a
scenario. Peers accept new neighbors as long as their incoming
degree is less than or equal to their outgoing degree. If a
new connection request arrives while they have reached their
maximum allowed incoming degree, the connection request is
refused and the originator peer requests a connection from a
different peer of the same cluster. It should be noted that such
a policy is not optimal. A better strategy can be exploited, e.g.,
by disconnecting the furthest among the currently connected
peers. Nevertheless, even this simple policy can provide the
desirable results as we can see in Figure 8(c). Practically, the
query routing load distribution is indistinguishable between
randomly selected neighbors and the restricted closest neighbor selection policy.
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Fig. 9. Vicinity exploration versus load-balance.

network (resulting in M2-M queries, where M is the number
of clusters). The collected measurements include the number
of messages forwarded by each cluster (aggregating all the
The experiments performed in the previous section eval- forwarded messages of Routers belonging to each particular
uating the routing workload distribution revealed that the cluster). The node degree is k = 2 and the results shown in
restricted closest neighbor policy has a desirable distribution. Figure 10 involve 512 constructed clusters. The y-axis scales
However, it is not expected to exploit the network vicinity as logarithmically in order to provide a more comprehensive
efficienily as the greedy algorithm. Therefore, i t is essential to view.
As it can be observed from Figure 10(a), self connected
evaluate the ability of the new algorithm to exploit network
clusters
having GUID (000000000) and (111111111) receive
vicinity. The network size varies between 512 to 65,536
(M
1) queries. This means that only the queries that are
511
peers. Peers subrnit queries to randomly selected destinations.
targeted
to
these clusters arrive there and no further queries are
The queries are forwarded to the targeted cluster via Routers
belonging to neighbor clusters; then, a local lndexer (of the forwarded via them to other clusters (the initial submission of
the query is not accounted in these measurements). Certainly,
targeted cluster) replies.
this
is not a desirable behavior.
Figure 9 provides the collected results where the X-axis
In contrast, by examining Figure 10(b) we note that the
scales logarithmically in order to provide a more comprehensive view. The three different policies are graphically displayed workload of the modified clusters (by replacing their selfwith curves. As it can be obsewed, the restricted closest connected links) is considerable higher (twice the load obneighbor policy performance is close to the greedy closest served in the other scenario). It should be noted that Algoneighbor policy. It is expected that a more advanced policy that rithm V.3 (used in this experiment) aims mostly at providing
disconnects the furthest arnong the connected neighbors can optimal shortest paths. By replacing this algorithm it is possiprovide even better results. Moreover, if the random neighbor ble to receive even better routing workload balance at the cost
Indexer policy is replaced by a vicinity based one, both vicinity of longer paths. Such an algorithm is described in [28].
Aiming to explore the effect of the enhanced de Bruijn
aware policies perform better.
topology with a wider network size range, we provide a
E. Enhanced de Bruijn Routing Algorithrns
comparison of the routing workload distribution between the
As it has been mentioned in Section V-A, particular de two topologies. Figure 1 1 shows the achieved load on the selfBruijn nodes that are self-connected receive a significantly connected clusters where both X and Y axes scale logarithless routing workload compared to the rest of the nodes. The mically in order to provide a more comprehensive view. As it
number of self-connected nodes in a de Bruijn graph are k. The can be obsewed the enhanced topology distributes almost 50%
provided solution develops an enhanced de Bruijn structure additional load to the self-connected clusters compared to the
where self connected links are removed and replace by others original stnicture for all ranges of the explored network sizes.
that connect these nodes (c.f. Figure 3). The focus of this It should be noted that the X-axis is the si7x. of the de Bruijn
section is to evaluate the improvement accomplished with the network and not the size of the complete Omicron network.
new structure.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The related experiments involve the original and the enThis paper discusses the routing mechanisms employed in
hanced de Bruijn digraphs. For these experiments, one peer per
cluster submits queries targeted to each existing cluster of the a two-tier P2P overlay network based on de Bruijn digraphs.
D. Workload Disrribution und Network Vicinity Exploitation
Trade-off

Peer GUlD

(a) With self-connected nodes.

Peer GUlD

vantageous mechanism to exploit heterogeneous populations
of peers. The comrnon characteristics of the utilized messages
have been identified in order to develop them based on a base
structure and furthermore, to seamlessly handle them with
common mechanisms, i.e., message dispatcher.
Special attention has been paid to design an efficient routing
mechanism. The original structure of de Bruijn graphs has
been enhanced by removing the self-connected links of particular nodes. Thereby, the optimal routing algorithms found
in literature have been adapted to take advantage of the new
structure and to providc a bcttcr balance of routing traffic.
Additionally, the quantitative results of the experimenls
performed on Omicron and Chord provide an evaluation of
their performance in several key scenarios. The results reveal
the superiority of de Bruijn based overlay networks. The scalability of the routing process follows accurately the analytical
approximations provided in the literature, bothfor the average
and the worst case scenarios. Also, the evaluated PMF on the
average length of the queries fits nicely with the theoretical
approximation, proving the expanding properties of de Bruijn
graphs. Similar results are provided for the distribution of
the shortest paths between peers. The intrinsic load balancerelated limitations of de Bruijn digraphs have been evaluated together with the suggested enhanced digraph topology.
Moreover, the ability of Omicron and Chord to exploit the
underlying network vicinity is evaluated with simulations,
revealing the advantages of the two-tier architecture. The
trade-off between eilicient underlying neiwork exploitaiion
and even routing workload distribution is investigated too.

(b) Without self-connected nodes.
Fig. 10. Routing query distribution on de B ~ i j ngraphs.
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